
Minutes* 
 

Senate Committee on Finance and Planning  
Tuesday, March 1, 2011 

2:00 – 3:45 
238A Morrill Hall 

 
 
Present:  Russell Luepker (chair), Jon Binks, Devin Driscoll, Will Durfee, Kara Kersteter, Judith 

Martin, Kathleen O'Brien, Shruti Patil, Michael Rollefson, Mandy Stahre, Jeremy Todd, 
Lori-Anne Williams 

 
Absent:  Steen Erikson, Lincoln Kallsen, Lyndel King, Fred Morrison, Paul Olin, Richard 

Pfutzenreuter, Gwen Rudney, Terry Roe, Karen Seashore, S. Charles Schulz, Thomas 
Stinson, Michael Volna, Aks Zaheer 

 
Guests:  Professor Susan Wick (Classroom Advisory Subcommittee); Bob Baker (Parking and 

Transportation Services), Leslie Krueger (University Services) 
 
[In these minutes: (1) statement on funding for classrooms; (2) update on light-rail construction; (3) 
Subcommittee on Twin Cities Facilities and Support Services] 
 
 
1. Statement on Funding for Classrooms 
 
 Professor Luepker convened the meeting at 2:00 and welcomed Professor Wick to present a 
statement from the Classroom Advisory Committee (CAS) on funding for classrooms. 
 
 Professor Wick began by noting that CAS reports both to this Committee and to the Committee 
on Educational Policy; the statement CAS prepared concerns maintaining the condition of centrally-
scheduled classrooms.  She commented that she has been teaching at the University for about 25 years, 
and since it has existed, the Office for Classroom Management (OCM) has provided excellent support for 
classrooms and a hotline that has worked very well.  CAS is worried that this level of classroom support 
will erode; there are issues not only of the functionality of equipment and the rooms but also of morale.  
She can remember teaching in shabby and shoddy classrooms in the 1990s, which are not only bad for the 
morale of faculty members but they also affect student perceptions of their classes. 
 
 The statement from CAS points out that at the best of times, OCM has been funded at about 79% 
of what is needed for classroom maintenance. OCM has done an excellent job of identifying life-cycles of 
equipment, furniture, and rooms.  In FY08, funding for OCM was at 79% of what was needed; in FY12 it 
will be down to 37%.  CAS is concerned that facilities will become shabby and equipment inoperable and 
the hotline support will not be there. 
 
 Mr. Todd reported that the University has done an excellent job of providing one-time money, but 
there is insufficient recurring funding for classrooms.  As they lose the warranties for equipment, there 
will be no funds to repair or replace it. 
 
 Mr. Rollefson pointed out that any unit at the University that needs money goes through the 
compact process; why would this Committee go outside that process?  (Mr. Todd reported that OCM is a 
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subunit within the Office of the Vice Provost and Dean of Undergraduate Education.)  Many units are 
short of money; what is the role for this Committee?  It was noted that Senate committees can point out 
priorities they believe in and that they are not bound by the outcome of administrative processes regarding 
funding for units or activities. 
 
 In light of Mr. Rollefson's question, Professor Luepker asked what Vice Provost McMaster's 
position is vis-à-vis funding for OCM.  Mr. Todd said he has been very supportive.  OCM is part of the 
classroom cost pool; this Committee received data from Vice President Pfutzenreuter indicating that the 
cost pool had increased, but there was a base reduction in the OCM operating budget and an increase in 
debt service.  So operating funds are decreasing even though the cost pool charges are increasing.  The 
CAS statement is a faculty statement expressing support for increased funding for classrooms. 
 
 Mr. Driscoll asked how the transition from new buildings to maintenance of existing facilities 
would affect changes in the classroom cost pool.  The only difference would be if there were a decision to 
renew classrooms separately from general building renewal, Mr. Todd said.  Without additional funds, he 
does not see any way to change technology or the spaces in a facility. 
 
 Professor Martin said that classrooms were a huge issue when she chaired the Committee on 
Educational Policy a dozen years ago when OCM was created.  Classrooms in the 1970s and 1980s were 
grim.  In line with Vice President O'Brien's notion that the University should take care of what it has, it 
should schedule attention to investments in classrooms that have been made in the last dozen years (and 
there has been a large investment).  Classrooms are likely becoming more expensive, she surmised, 
because of the need for more-expensive technology.  Given what students are paying in tuition, the 
University needs to keep its eye on the ball because classrooms affect how faculty can teach, and if 
classroom quality declines, there will be legitimate questions about how it is spending its money. 
 
 Professor Durfee asked about the decline in the percentage of needed funds that OCM is 
receiving:  Is the decline because of increased technology needs or because of overall cuts?  Both, Mr. 
Todd said.  Because some cuts have already happened, are they seeing an increase in faculty complaints, 
or do they expect them in the future?  Both, Mr. Todd responded again.  They do surveys of the faculty 
each year. 
 
 Mr. Rollefson suggested that since someone made a decision to decrease funding, CAS should 
talk with Vice Provost McMaster.  The discussions would have been made in the cost-pool discussions, 
Mr. Todd said.  Mr. Rollefson agreed that it would have been helpful for CAS to have talked to Dr. 
McMaster and incorporated his views in its statement.  Professor Luepker agreed that there are data the 
Committee should have; he asked Mr. Todd to whom he reports.  Ms. VanVoorhis, Mr. Todd said, and 
she is very supportive of the statement and of finding additional funds for classrooms and student study 
space.   
 
 Professor Luepker said that much of what is needed seems to fall under the bailiwick of Vice 
President O'Brien, such as repairs and replacement.  It does not, Mr. Todd said; they have a staff contract 
out and they work with Vice President O'Brien on preventive maintenance and some upgrades.  There are 
pros and cons to different reporting lines; when OCR was created in 1999, as a result of strong pressure 
from the academic community and the governance system, it was located on the academic side of the 
house.  OCM has staff with expertise in facilities and technology. 
 
 Professor Luepker said he was personally sympathetic to the statement and recognized the 
importance of high-quality classroom space—that is not arguable, he said—but what worried him is that 
50-100 units are under assault and unable to do business as before; the question is whether this 
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Committee should be taking a stand on this request right now.  Other groups may come to the Committee, 
others may go to the Provost.  He said he would like to hear what Vice Provost McMaster and Ms. 
VanVoorhis have to say.  The cut is devastating and it is difficult to understand why it was made; he 
suggested CAS explore it further and hear from Vice Provost McMaster.  Others will ask the same 
questions, he observed.   
 
 Mr. Rollefson said such statements may have come from Senate committees when there was no 
compact process; now there is a structured process and a way to vent concerns.  Mr. Driscoll said that 
Senate committees are under no obligation to agree with compact decisions; besides, he said, students are 
not involved in that process, but this decision affects students and faculty.  It is important that the issue be 
brought to this Committee, because if support for classrooms erodes, so will student support.  He 
encouraged Professor Wick to contact student government organizations for information. 
 
 Professor Martin emphasized that budget issues are important but dropping the ball on ongoing 
maintenance is really important, because once facilities drop below an expected level, it is difficult to 
recover.  There is also a reasonable expectation that classrooms will be technology-heavy, Mr. Driscoll 
said, because it makes them more engaging for students; there is a reason CEHD is issuing iPads.   
 
 Vice President O'Brien joined the meeting for the next agenda item; Professor Martin asked if 
there is a disjuncture between Facilities Management and OCM.  They have a good relationship with 
OCM, Vice President O'Brien said.  She said that she has a lot of sympathy for the need to support 
classrooms but suggested the Committee understand the impact of budget cuts across the University 
before weighing in on one issue.   
 
 Professor Luepker said the Committee would reschedule the statement when CAS had 
investigated this further with the responsible administrators, and he thanked Professor Wick for joining 
the meeting. 
 
2. Update on the Central Corridor Light Rail Project 
 
 Professor Luepker welcomed Vice President O'Brien, Mr. Baker, and Ms. Krueger to provide an 
update on the Central Corridor light-rail project (CCLRT). 
 
 Vice President O'Brien began by asking for patience from the Committee, which, she quipped, 
has had almost as many presentations on light rail as the Metropolitan Council.  She thought it important 
to start update presentations with this Committee; they will be making many such presentations across the 
campus because the situation will get worse, with the permanent closing of Washington Avenue to all 
traffic for CCLRT construction in May 2011 and then in 2014 opened only for buses and the trains east of 
the bridge to Walnut Street. 
 
 Mr. Baker and Ms. Krueger distributed copies of a large number of slides and walked the 
Committee through them.  [The slides presented to the Committee can be found here:  
http://www.lightrail.umn.edu/assets/pdf_new/2811ConstructionUpdate.pdf.  They will not be reported on 
at length in these minutes because many were visual depictions of the light-rail stations, maps, and graphs 
and charts.]  In brief, the slides provided information about the Regional Transportation Network, funding 
sources for the Central Corridor project (the largest single public-works project in Minnesota history, 
nearly $1 billion, half of which will come from the federal government), the University's guiding 
principles, overview of the alignment of the Central Corridor train, the location of stations on and near 
campus, the Washington Avenue transit mall (the part that will be closed to traffic), and station details 
and art. 

http://www.lightrail.umn.edu/assets/pdf_new/2811ConstructionUpdate.pdf
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 Ms. Krueger reported on the research mitigation history and goals.  She explained how the 
mitigation for the electro-magnetic interference and vibrations would be handled, and the groups 
responsible for overseeing the mitigation. 
 
 Mr. Baker outlined pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicular access to the campus as well as proposed 
bus routes for the Campus Connector and Campus Circulator (the primary site for bus stops on the East 
Bank will be on Pleasant Street, just across from Jones/Folwell Hall).  He noted the construction 
schedule, including new traffic signals being installed.  Much of the work on areas where the train runs 
through the Minneapolis campus will occur during 2012.  Half of the Washington Avenue Bridge 
(including the pedestrian level) will be closed for a year while work on the bridge takes place; the south 
side will be closed first. 
 
 Mr. Baker also outlined the elements of the communication plan to keep members of the 
University community informed about the construction.  He emphasized that this is NOT the University's 
project and suggested that those interested may wish to sign up for the monthly on-line newsletter for the 
most up-to-date information (which can be found here:  
http://www.metrocouncil.org/transportation/ccorridor/CCLRTSubscribe.htm).  The overall message they 
are trying to convey, in every way they can, is that there will be major disruptions.  Everyone has been 
through construction projects—they are messy and ugly—but they believe that ultimately the project will 
help in transportation to the University.  The messages are these: 
 
– Expect major disruption. 
– Safety is highest priority. 
– Continue to protect educational & research goals. 
– ATI, scheduling, & traffic rerouting will ease congestion. 
– CCLRT will eventually be a gain. 
– Washington Avenue Mall will be one-of-a kind U landmark. 
 
 Many of those who come to the campus are patients, Professor Luepker observed.  He often sees 
families trying to figure out where they are; many of those who come are elderly or ill and will not look at 
a website.  He said he hopes that patients and visitors will be sent information and that signage will be 
clear.  They will, Mr. Baker said; they have talked with representatives of the medical clinics, the 
hospital, and the dental clinics, and will provide customized maps to send with appointments and will 
provide assistance finding clinics during and after construction.  There will also be many signs to get 
people to the hospital and back to the freeways.  Some people will always get lost, and faculty, staff, and 
students will need to be ambassadors when they encounter those who are lost. 
 
 Mr. Baker asked if the Committee had received his response to the question about installing a 
"pedestrian scramble" at Washington Avenue intersections.  He explained: 
 

The City of Minneapolis owns and is responsible for traffic signal operation in this area. We 
consulted with them about instituting pedestrian scrambles and they advised us against it. The 
City advises against pedestrian scrambles in this area because their effectiveness requires 
pedestrians to obey signals. A majority of pedestrians on and around campus do not obey the 
signals, which would render the scrambles ineffective. This measure would also limit the time for 
turning movements as it would pit pedestrians against turning vehicles. We anticipate that the 
closure of Washington Ave will help to reduce the number of vehicle/pedestrian conflicts along 
the Washington corridor.  

http://www.metrocouncil.org/transportation/ccorridor/CCLRTSubscribe.htm
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We, in conjunction with the City of Minneapolis, will continue to monitor the situation. 

 
 Professor Luepker thanked the Committee's guests for their help and hard work and for helping 
people navigate the campus during construction. 
 
3. Subcommittee on Twin Cities Facilities and Support Services 
 
 Professor Luepker turned to the subcommittee, which was established in 2004.  There have been 
a number of discussions about whether this Committee should absorb the responsibilities of the 
subcommittee.  There is general agreement that it would be reasonable to do so.  The general issue, 
Professor Martin said, is that the issues Vice President O'Brien brings to the subcommittee she usually 
also brings to this Committee, so there is considerable duplication of effort.  Professor Luepker agreed 
and said that he has talked with Ms. King, chair of the subcommittee, and concurs that this Committee 
will need to be in contact with people who brought issues to the subcommittee in order to be sure that 
major matters are not overlooked. 
 
 The Committee voted unanimously to disestablish the subcommittee. 
 
 Professor Luepker adjourned the meeting at 3:55. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


